
Hi Year 4! 

This home learning pac still 

makes Greta Thunberg a hero?  and your topic work is still centred around climate change.  

Your science and geography work will be focused on the noticeable changes that have taken place due 

to climate change and the impact this has had on the environment. You will be continuing your 

to go hunting around your house this time though. We have linked some useful websites for you to 

safely investigate electrical safety! 

get the chance to be creative and design your very own den! Remember we are focusing on how we 

can take more care of our environment, so be sure to use recycled materials in your designs! 

In your English writing, we would like you to try and include some subordinating conjunctions and 

clauses. Remember, these join a main clause (a sentence that has a subject and a verb and makes 

sense on its own) and a subordinate clause (a clause that gets its meaning from the main clause). In 

class, we learnt the mnemonic I SAW A WABUB to help us remember our subordinate conjunctions (if 

since as when although while after before until because). They come at the start of the subordinating 

clause (the bit that adds the extra information). Have a go at including some of these in your work 

over the next few weeks!  

 You should all have the VIPERS pages at 

the front of your planners. These have lots of questions to deepen and test your understanding of the 

text. As well as this, try and practise the focus spellings that we have attached to the English sheet. We 

have selected 20 for you to focus on so you could focus on 2 each day of the week, until your next 

work pack!  

We will continue to send you daily messages and give you prompts each day of what learning you 

could focus on!  

We hope you enjoy your next learning pack!  

From Miss Welch, Mrs Frost and Mrs Reeve 😊  

 


